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Abstract of the thesis entitled: Transversal Chern numbers inequality 
on Sasakian manifolds 
Sasaki geometry is an odd dimensional analogous to Kahler geometry. In 
Kahler geometry, one of the most important area would be the studies of Kahler-
Einstein metric. The existence of such metric would give many non-trivial conse-
quences in geometry as well as in string theory. One of them would be the Chern 
number inequality, whose proof can be found in [19 . 
This thesis would be a survey paper considering the generalization of the in-
equality to Sasakian manifolds. A Sasakian manifold can be viewed as a contact 
manifold with compatible metric and integrable almost complex structure. It is 
characterized by a Kahler structure on the cone. Equivalently, it can be viewed 
as a Kahler symplectic cone. The contact distribution has a transversal Kahler 
structure, which has been studied by Futaki-Ono-Wang in [2], A Sasaki structure 
is closely related to the transversal Kahler structure. As in case of Kahler geom-
etry, Sasaki-Einstein manifolds play an important role in the Sasaki geometry. 
Toric Sasakian manifolds are defined similarly. Their symplectic cone struc-
ture are classified by Banyaga-Molino[5],Lerman[14j,Boyer-Galicki[6j and many 
others, and it is classified by good moment cones in In [17], Martelli-
Sparks-Yau determine all possible compatible Kahler cone metric on such good 
cones, which complete the classification of toric Sasakian manifolds. 
There is a notation of transversal Kahler-Einstein on the transversal Kahler 
structure, which related to the Sasaki-Einstein condition. The existence of pos-
itive transversal Kahler-Einstein metric in compact toric Sasakian manifolds is 
proven by Futaki-Ono-Wang when Sasaki-Futaki invariant vanishes. 
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In [17], Martelli-Sparks-Yau also shows that when the toric Kahler-Sasaki cone 
is Calabi-Yau, which means it has trivial canonical line bundle, there is a unique 
Reeb vector such that the Sasaki-Futaki invariant vanishes. Together with the 
theorem by Futaki-Ono-Wang, it shows that a Calabi-Yau toric Sasaki-Kahler 
cone always has Ricci flat compatible intergrable complex structure. In the other 
words, starting with a toric Sasakian manifold, one can always vary the Reeb 
vector to get one which is Sasaki-Einstein. 
When the manifold is already transversal Kahler-Einstein, the Chern number 
inequality generalized directly. In this thesis, a review on basic notation related 
to Sasaki-Einstein metric is given, with some of them are reformulated as global 
structure over the cone manifold. A calculation using second fundamental form 
is given to prove a transversal Chern numbers inequality. 
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Kahler manifolds have rich structures. They involve complex geometry, symplec-
tic geometry and Riemannian geometry at the same time. An effective way to 
construct Kahler manifolds with a large symmetric group is by toric geometry, 
which gives explicit combinatorial description of the Kahler structure in terms of 
complex coordinates and symplectic coordinates, these two coordinate systems, 
trivializing the complex structure and the symplectic structure respectively, are 
related by a Legendre tranform. One of the most important questions in Kahler 
geometry is the existence of a Kahler-Einsteiri metric, which satisfies an equation 
of the form 
Ric = TU. 
Here r is a real constant. 
The case r < 0 was solved by S.-T. Yau[21] and T. Aubin[4]. The case for T = 0 
was solved by S.-T. Yau[21]. The case for r > 0 is rather complicated. There is 
an obstruction known as the Futaki invariant[9] to the existence of such a metric. 
For toric Kahler manifolds, it has been shown by Wang-Zhu that it is the only 
obstruction to the existence. 
The existence of such a K.-E. metric has many nontrivial consequences. One 
6 
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of them is the Chern numbers inequality. It is of the form 
[ [C2(M) - A C1(M广2 > 0 
Jm 十 JJ 
Where M is a compact Kahler manifold having a Kahler-Einstein metric. For 
toric Kahler manifolds, the existence of such metric would also give and interesting 
application to convex combinatorial geometry via toric correspondence. 
Sasaki geometry can be viewed as odd dimensional analogue to Kahler geom-
etry, or equivalently, the geometry over its Kahler cone manifold. The transversal 
distribution has a natural 'Kahler' structure also, this Kahler structure can also 
be thought as a generalization of Kahler geometry. The transversal Kahler struc-
ture is discussed in [2] in details. The question about the existence of transversal 
Kahler-Einstein metric, is a natural question to asked. Similar to the ordinary 
case, there is also an obstruction for each fixed Reeb vector field, called Sasaki-
Futaki invariant, to the existence when r > 0. The existence problem for such a 
metric is solved in [2] in the toric case. 
Unlike the ordinary case for r > 0, when considering Sasaki metric, one can 
always perform deformation of Reeb vector field in a reasonable class of Sasaki 
structure to obtain a unique one which has vanishing Futaki invariant and hence 
a Sasaki-Einstein metric can be found. Then the existence of such a metric gives 
the following transversal Chern numbers inequality 
点 ( 彻 
for that particular Reeb vector field. The unique Reeb vector field is determined 
completely by the combinatorics defining the toric manifold. It is also a interest-




2.1 Sasakian manifolds 
In this section we give a brief discussion about Sasakian manifolds. This formu-
lation is in term of the geometry of the Kahler cone. It turns out to be the most 
useful definition of Sasakian manifolds. Proofs of the results in this section are 
concisely summarized in the paper by Boyer-Galicki [6] and Matelli-Sparks-Yau 
16] and Futaki-Ono-Wang [2]. 
Definition 2.1 Let {S,g = gS) be a 2 n + l dimensional Riemannian manifold, it 
is said to be a Sasakian manifold if its cone manifold, defines as (C{S), ：= 
{S X R+, d— + is Kdhler. 
Given a Sasakian manifold with a fixing Kahler complex structure J, lets 
define the following: 
Euler vector field : r|： 
Reeb vector field : � : 二 JV|： 
Contact 1-form ： rj := ^ � / ^ � 
Contact bundle ： D := ker{ji) A /cer(cnogr)=办an(r|:,0丄 
Observes that ^ and r; satisfy r j � = 1 and i^ dr/ = 0 . One also can see that 
the Kahler form uj and contact form rj have a simple expression in term of the 
8 
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function r. Here, we let J act as ( v ^ ) ^ " ^ on (p, q) forms and d�二 - d) 
on function. 
77 = -d^logr 二 - J � = - I d d ^ r ' = ^ddr' = U{r'rj) (2.1) 
r 4 2 z 
The tangent bundle of C{S), Tc(s),splits natually as T��=Rrj^^Ts, let denote 
V be the Levi-Civita connection of C(S) and V^ be the pull back of Levi-Civita 
connection of S to T5. Then, one can obtain the second fundamental form of Ts 
in Tc{s) by directly comparing their Christoffel symbol: 
V ^ ^ r ^ = r - ^ (2.2) 
r dr dr or 
V.aX = Vxr^ = X (2.3) 
V x y = V j y - / ( X , y ) r | ： (2.4) 
Where X,Y are vector field on S naturally which naturally extended to T c � . 
Using this, and the fact that V J = 0, one obtain that: 
A•立 J 二 0’ ；QJ = 0 
C^^gciS) = 2 / � ’ � 二 0 
or 
C^A.^ == 2a;, CfUj = 0 
^dr 
This means that both r|： and ^ and holomorphic vector field and ^ is Killing 
vector field. As a consequence, there is a holomorphic C* action on C(S) gen-
erated by r 暴 一 \ f ^ � � T h i s action gives a holomorphic foliation which defines 
the transversal foliation. One can discuss the Kahler structure of this transversal 
bundle which is the contact bundle D. The transversal structure has been studied 
in detail by Futaki-Ono-Wang in [2 . 
Next, lets consider the geometry on S itself given by the Kahler cone. Where 
S is naturally identified with the submanifold {r = 1} C C{S). Observe that ^ 
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,which of norm r^ on C(5), is pushed forward to be a vector field of constant 
norm 1 on S. Which is also denoted b y I t is a Killing vector field of unit length 
on (5,g). rj, being invariant under r ^ , descends to S become a contact 1-form, 
in the sense that 八 i s nowhere vanishing. 
The tangent bundle of S splits orthogonally as 
If one define $ be endomorphism of Ts as = J\D and $ ( 0 = 0. Then 
becomes a metric contact manifold in the sense that they satisfy 
(I>2 = -id + _ 4 
gi^X), ^Y)) 二 g(X, Y) — viXHY) 
Fiirtlieraiore,少 is integrable in the sense that 
m x ) , (i>or)] + y ] - (I>[x’ <i>(r)] - = 向 ( x , 
Remark: These are the original definition for Sasakian manifolds, as a odd 
dimensional analogue of Kahler manifold. However, it seems that in most of the 
situation, the Kahler cone definition is easier to work with. 
To conclude this section, lets give one equivalence definition of Sasakian man-
ifold. First notice that the contact complex structure is given by 
^ X ) = (2.5) 
where X G r{Ts) is any vector field. This can be seen from the second fundamen-
tal formula (2.3) and the fact that V J = 0. It can be checked that $ satisfying 
the relation 
(2.6) 
A choice of such Killing vector field characterizes a choice of the Kahler complex 
structure on its cone. More precisely, one have 
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Proposition 2.1 Let (5, g^) be a Riemannian manifold, ^ be a Killing vector 
field of unit length. Suppose := is defined as an endornorphism of the 
tangent bundle, and it further satisfy equation (2.6). Then if one define J on 
C(S) as 
Jr-^ =《， JiX) 二 ( 公 ⑷ - f o r X e r{Ts) (2.7) 
J is a Kdhler complex structure on C(S). 
So fixing such a choice of Reeb vector field on S is same as fixing a Kahler complex 
structure on the cone, hence a choice of such ^ is called a polarization of Sasaki 
manifold. 
When dealing with Sasaki geometry, one may work on the cone manifold 
C{S) or equivalently on S itself. In many cases, formulae look better on the 
cone manifold than the odd dimensional manifold S. On the other hand, when 
one assume that S is compact, techniques of dealing with compact manifolds 
is applicable to S. For example, one can perform integration on S and define 
integral invariants. As it was done in [2]. It is better to have both points of view 
at the same time. In the next section, we will see that there is another geometry 
related to these two, namely, the transversal Kahler geometry. 
2.2 Transversal Kahler geometry 
In this section, we always fix a polarized 2n + 1 dimensonal Sasakian manifold 
{S,g = "s ’0，and will like to describe the transversal Kahler geometry of such 
a structure. Let L^ = M^ be the one dimensional foliation given b y H e n c e 
S is foliated by one dimensional integral curves. The holomorphic vector field 
r 暴 - g i v e s a C action as follow: 
or {a + . a: := pj''�pl{x) = pi o 
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where p^ means flowing along the integral flow generated by X for time t. This 
action gives holomorphic maps C x C{S) -> (7(5), as both r暮 and ^ are holo-
morphic vector fields. This action may have fixed point but it is locally fixed 
point free. Hence one can have local 2n dimensional complex submanifolds which 
transversal to the foliation given by Er|： 0 L .^ In local coordinates, there are 
coordinates zq,..…,Zn such that = r | ： ， 念 = ( D 0 C)(i’。）is spanned by 
the vectors of the form 
(2.8) 
where 最 stands for y / ^ 斋 J . On the bundle D, being a complex subbun-
dle, the equation 去初(•’ .）= g(J-,.) said that g - y/^^dr} gives hermitian metric 
on D. This metric is Kahler in the following sense, \dr], being invariant form 
under r|： and《，can be pushed forward to local complex coordinates zi,..…,Zn 
to be a Kahler form compatible with standard complex structure. 
In the other words, C(5), as well as S can be covered by local charts {C/a’ 兀。}’ 
with such that C C" are Kahler. Such that at each point p, 
• {Dp.Qp, Idrjp) gives a hermitian vector space 
• tTq, : Ua Va is submersion 
• diVa ： Dp — is isomorphims of hermitian vector space 
• Change of coordinates in (Va.uja) are Kahler isometry 
With these local Kahler coordinates {14，叫}，one can talk about the transversal 
Kahler geometry. In this thesis, we are particular interested V j and Ric^, the 
transversal Levi-Civita connection and the Ricci form respectively. The Kahler 
form uja glue up to give ^dr] on the total space, likewise, and Ric^ also glue to 
give global objects. It is useful sometime to have a global description for them. 
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First, observe that the local Kahler coordinates give the bundle Z)(i’o) a struc-
ture of holomorphic vector bundle. With holomorphic basis given by e^  := 
嘉—悬)悬，however, they are not holomorphic when viewing as lo-
cal vector field in Hence, this fits into the setting of exact sequence of 
holomorphic vector bundles. 
0 4 L 4 T 認 ] D ( i ’ o ) 4 0 (2.9) 
Where L is the trivial line bundle generated by |(r|： - Now, we use the 
treatment in [8], to phase this situation. 
First of all, with the natural metric u = ^ d d r ^ on T么々 ；^))’ the sequence splits 
orthogonally, the projection metric on is ^drj. Let V^ to be the Chern 
connection with respect to metric 令drj. Note that the transversal connection 
pulling back to 乃(1’0)，is glued to the Chern connection V with respect to the 
metric ^drj. Then the formulae (2.4) is rephased into 
(SJL - ^ A 
with P e n(i’o)(L* 0 L>(1’0))’ /3=(dlogr + V^rj) O I洲’。） (2.10) 
� * G n(o’i)((D(i，o)r ® L), IT = 2 / | d ( i ’ 。 ） ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
and the curvature are related by 
^ ( O^L 一 -(•、伊+ / r � V D ) � 
il = 丄 zj 
o v i + • � " -PAP* 
In local coordinate zq, .••••, Zn, if we write 
n 1 u 
g'^loim = � d乏j + gijdz'� dz^), then -dr] = V^ Yj ^fj^^'八办) 
i,j=l iJ=l 
then one will have 
W A n i j 二 f A dz\ r = y / ^ d v (2.13) 
k 
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One can see that since the metric corresponding to V ^ and V^ are differed by a 
factor of 厂2, we will have 
QD ^ Q T ^ 斤 d r j 0 1^ (1,0) (2.14) 
Taking trace of the matrix, one will obtain the following 
= (2.15) 
Here, ci (•了) will agree with the pull back of ^Ric^ from local coordinates, 
which is also denoted by ^Ric^. Observe that when we give the metric 
^cj = dlogrArj+^dr], and let V to be its Chern connection. Then one will also 
have 
ci(V) = ；^Ric^ = ci(V^) (2.16) 
ZTT 
It is time to discuss Einstein conditions on a Sasakian manifold, which will 
be the main concern of this thesis. 
Definition 2.2 A Sasakian manifold {S.g,^ is said to be transversal Kahler-
Einstein if there is some real constant r such that 
Ric^ = r{\dr)) (2.17) 
Li 
It is the Einstein condition we are particular interested in, which is defined in 
[2], other Einstein condition such as 77 - Einstein can also be found in [2]. 
Remark: Equation (2.15) says that when a Sasakian manifold is transversally 
Kahler Einstein with constant r = 2n+2. It corresponds to the cone C{S) is Ricci 
flat. Other constants r just correspond to ci(V) 二 fi(钟)for some fi. The cone 
manifold is never Ricci positive nor negative since it is flat along |(r|： -
There are topological obstruction to the existence of transversal Kahler-Einstein 
Sasakian manifold, it is in terms of condition on the basic Chern classes. In the 
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case r > 0, one has further obstructions, one of them, is the Sasaki-Futaki in-
variant. In this section, we first consider the condition on Chern classes. To do 
this, we have to introduce basic forms and basic cohomology. We just give the 
definition we needed here, for further discussion, one can find it in the book by 
P.Tondeur [18]. 
Definition 2.3 A local complex-valued k-form a on C{S) is said to be basic (with 
respect to the foliation T = Mr^ (g) L^), if it satisfies 
= i^a = 0, = C^a = 0 
Let QFj^q be the sheaf of germs of basic k-forms and basic (p,q) forms respec-
tively. 
In the other words, with respect to splitting J • � D 二 T c � , o n e has = 
，QFjffJT) = In local coordinates z。，… … a 
basic (p, q) is of the form 
a\u = aj^jdz^ A dz�where aj^j = ...., Zn) 
and /，J not containing index 0 
The differential operators d, cf，Q and d preserves basic forms, and they descend 
to basic forms and become 
(2.18) 
Ob ： ^ ^B' ' ' ' (2.19) 
Bb ： QPjf 4 (2.20) 
If we use the metric on D, since it is invariant under C* action, the Hodge star 
operator of the hermitian bundle * : r(AP'^(D*)) — r(A"-P’n-g(ir)) is preserved 
and descended to basic forms. Then one can also have in a similar 
way. Since one have that 
(dB)' = (dB)' = (OB)' = 0 (2.21) 
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They define cohomology groups as J"), H'/iC(S), T) and H^/{C{S), F) 
respectively. Notice that all the operators locally come from base coordinate, ex-
cept the base coordinates may not glue to give a geometric object. However, their 
lifting to C[S) become well defined. 
Definition 2.4 The k-th Chern form, Cfc(•了）is basic closed form, the cohomol-
ogy class represented by it in is called the basic k-th Chern form of 
the Sasakian manifold, and is denoted by cf. 
Definition 2.5 The basic 1-st Chern class, cf is said to be positive (negative) if 
cf (—cf resp.) can be represented by basic close 2-form which arise from hermitian 
metric on D. 
It is said to be zero if it is zero as cohomology class. 
In particular, the basic 1-st Chern class, is represented by ^Ric^. So the transver-
sal Kahler-Einstein condition implies cf has a sign, namely 
cf > 0 for T> 0; (2.22) 
cf = 0 for T = 0; (2.23) 
c? <0 for T< 0. (2.24) 
In the next section, we will consider the further invariant, namely, the Sasaki-
Futaki invariant which obstructing the existence of transversal Kahler-Einstein 
metric for r > 0 
2.3 Sasaki-Futaki invariant 
In this section we discuss briefly the Sasaki-Futaki invariant defined in [2]. The 
treatment in this section is from [10] and [2]. In order to define the Sasaki-Futaki 
invariant, we have to consider suitable space of Sasaki structure. We begin this 
section by talking about space of Kahler cone metric, which will also be related 
to later chapters. 
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2.3.1 Space of Kahler cone metric 
In this section, we take the point of view given by M.Abreu in [1], where a nice 
summary of the works by Burns-Guillemin-Lerman and Martelli-Sparks-Yau is 
given. We begin by giving an equivalent way of describing Sasakian manifold 
which focus on the cone C(S) itself and the symplectic structure. 
Definition 2.6 A symplectic cone is a triple (义2时2’ …such that 
• (X，u) is a connected symplectic manifold, 
• V has its flow p^ :Rx X ^ X acting properly on X， 
• pIuj = e^^uj, or equivalently, Cyoo = = 
A compact symplectic cone is the one with X/R is compact. 
Notice that the action of M, being proper, guarantees that it has no fix point and 
the vector field V is nowhere vanishing. It gives a structure of M bundle over its 
quotient S := X/R. If we let rj = iyuj, then [5*77] is well defined conformal class 
of 1 form, for any sections s : S ^ D. Hence D = ker{r]) is well defined and 
(5, ls*r]], D) gives co-oriented contact manifold, and this construction gives a one 
to one correspondence between symplectic cones and co-oriented contact mani-
folds. For further details, we refer to [14]. Next, we give equivalence formulation 
of Sasakian manifold in terms of Kahler symplectic cone. 
Definition 2.7 A Kahler symplectic cone is a symplectic cone {X,uj, V) with 
compatible Kahler complex structure J such that if one let ^ ：二 Jl^，then one will 
have 
£《0； = 0 二 (2.25) 
Given a symplectic Kahler cone, we will like to say that it is actually a cone 
manifold of some Sasakian manifold. With V = and ( be the Reeb vector 
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field. First, from the fact that jC^J = 0 and using the following formula with V 
stand for the Levi-Civita connection. 
{CxJ)Y = (Vx乃y + JVuX - VjyX (2.26) 
We get CyJ = 0, now if we let 
r :=a ; (V; jTO = |Vl =丨引 （2.27) 
rj ：= (2.28) 
then we have the following 
Cv^ = 0 = CvV (2.29) 
L^ uj = •/^�(/(tv^cj) = = - - d r ^ (2.30) 2 2 2 
iyg = —i^uj = l-dr^ (2.31) 
rj = -(flog r (2.32) 
= cHog r 八 77 + ^dr} (2.33) 
— 2 
Prom the fact that dlogr = we have dlogr(V) 二 1 and hence the set 
S = (r = 1} gives a submanifold whose tangent is perpendicular to V. Since 
the orthogonal complement bundle 丄 is invariant under the flow of V, so if we 
define 
/ : X M+ X 5 by f(x) = 
，where t{x) is the unique moment that the flow line hit 5, it gives (5, a 
structure of Sasakian manifold. So we have 
Sasaki manifolds Kahler-symplectic cones 
will be a one to one correspondence. 
Next, we will consider the spaces of Sasaki structures. Fixing a Sasakian 
manifold, or equivalently, fixing a Kahler-symplectic cone, similar to the situation 
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in Kahler geometry, one can fix the complex structure and consider the space of all 
syrnplectic form, or fix the symplectic form and consider all integrable compatible 
complex structure. This leads to the definition of two space. 
Definition 2.8 Let {X, Uo, K, J�) be a Kdhler symplectic cone, define the follow-
ing two space 
• Space of Kdhler cone metric: 
KCM{X,Jo) = {{u,V)\{X,uj,V,Jo) is a Kahler symplectic cone) 
• Space of Sasaki complex structure: 
Xs{X,ujo,Vo) = {J\(X,ujo,Vo,J) is a Kahler symplectic cone} 
We focus on the space KCM{X,Jo), which is introduced in [2], in this section. 
The space Xs(X, w � ’ Vo) is studied in [17] in toric case, which we will come to that 
in the next section. In the space KCM(X, J。)，observe that uj and V is completely 
determined by the function r. Two metrics with the same Reeb vector field are 
related by basic deformation of transversal Kahler structure. 
Basic deformation 
Let (X, cjo, Vo, Jo) be a fixed Kahler symplectic cone, consider </> is a function such 
that Cvo4> = C一 = 0, (i.e., a basic function)and let r = roe於，then it satisfies 
T] = r]o- d^cj) and drj = d ” � - dsd^cf) = drj�+ (2.34) 
We further require that u = 罕 a 否 — to be positive, i.e., uj(-, Jq-) defines a metric. 
With these, by taking the same V = Vo and hence the same ^ = ^o, it gives a 
Kahler symplectic cone (X,cj, Vo, Jo)-
Remark: 
• The contact bundle D = ker(jf) may change; 
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• The foliation T = R V e R ( i s fixed; 
• In local coordinates, the relation =^drjo + 如知</» corresponds to 
deformation within the same Kahler class. 
Conversely, if two Kahler cone metric (X, Wi, Vi, Jo) and (X, 0；2,1^ 2, Jo) having 
the same Reeb vector field, then Vi = V2 and the function (/> = log ^ will be basic, 
so they are related by basic Kahler deformation. Hence the space KCM{X, J。） 
could be thought of 'parameterizing' by Reeb field with basic function of the Reeb 
field which preserve the positivity. 
In the following, we are going to give a description of Sasaki-Futaki invariant. 
2.3.2 Futaki invariant 
Lets define the space of holomorphic vector field where the invariant is defined. 
It is the space of all hamiltonian holomorphic vector field. Treatment in these 
section mainly comes from [10] and [2]. We fix a Kahler syrnplectic cone for a 
moment. And in this subsection, we restrict ourself to the situation that cf = 
{2n + 2)[\drj\ as basic cohomology classes and always assume that X is a compact 
syrnplectic cone, or equivalently, S = {r = 1} e X is compact Sasakian manifold. 
Definition 2.9 A holomorphic vector field Y is said to be hamiltonian holomor-
phic if it satisfy the equations 
[ 如 ] = K，n = o 
_ 1 
dr)(Y) = --iydrj 
and let ^{X) to be the space of hamiltonian holomorphic vector field. 
f)(X) indeed forms a lie algebra, since 
drjdY, Z]) = d{LYdr){Z) — izdviY)) 
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=iYddr]{Z) — Lzddr](Y) 
=Cvi-^izdr]) — czJ^vi-^dr]) = -^LjCyzdy 
There is also a equivalence definition for hamiltonian holomorphic vector field. If 
we let K = that is, the imaginary part of Y, then Y is hamiltonian 
holomorphic if and only if Im(Y) is killing vector field for g(.’ .）二 a;(.’ J.). This 
is because 
CkJ = 0 and tKrdr = 0 
厂2 
CK�=CK{rdr 八 ry + —drj) 
二 rdr A CkV + —dCpcr] 
So K is killing if and only if CkT] = 0，which means 
{d + d){7)(Y)) — + 句("(V)) 二 -LYdrj + Lydrj 
_ 1 
dr]{Y) = --iydr] 
and suggests that it is the right space of holomorphic vector field to look at. 
Definition 2.10 Let Y be a Hamiltonian holomorphic vector field, then a com-
plex valued basic function Oy is called a Hamiltonian function for Y if 
BOy = - V ^ l - i y d r ] (2.35) 
such a function is differed from from a constant. Since their dif-
ference is a basic holomorphic function. First observe that in local coordinates 
zo, •.…,Zn, with metric given by 
Writing Y = ^；二。Y^長,(2.8) suggests that Y can be rewritten as 
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where Y^ are basic holomorphic functions and satisfying 
yfc _ nkT洲Y 
Y - g 瓦 
By a result in [13], harmonic theory and Hodge decomposition hold true for basic 
forms. As a consequence, the transversal dd lemma holds. Hence there exists 
basic real valued function h such that 
RiJ - (2n + 2){^dr]) = y/^dBdsh 
The function Oy satisfies a equation with h, here we let A召丑=^s^b + ^S^b with 
* is the star operator defined on A*{D： )^ with respect to the metric |向 .F o r 
simplicity, we omit the subscript B in the operator d^s since they coincide for 
basic forms. 
Lemma 2.1 Let Y be Hamiltonian holomorphic vector field, with Oy he hamil-
tonian function. Then 
d { - A g j Y + y(h) + (2n + 2)知）二 0 (2.36) 
Proof: First, notice that 
d{Y{h) + (2n + 2)没 y) = dLydh + (2n + 
. _ _ , _ 1 
= - ^ ^ L y d d h - + 2)向 
Zi 
二 -V^t i^RicT 
Next, take a transversal Kahler normal coordinates zq, .."., Zn, then 
- M g j r - = -dd*(dOr) + 印 心 ' 八 《 ^ 乏 ‘ ） 
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Lemma 2.2 The following integration by parts holds, let /，v be basic functions, 
then 
乂 lyiAsJv - � ) 广 A " = 乂 A “ (2.37) 
乂 Oz iAsJ - Y{f ) )e 'H\dr)r A ry = 义 Z ( / ) A (•圳“A 77 (2.38) 
Proof: 
J i^AgjYe^i^dr])'' At� = - j lye^nV^ddeyi^dvT'^ A “ 
= - A T ] 
=乂 (加 + " 明 ( • 向 ) ) ( • 初 广 1 A rj 
= + 向广八 77 
=JjY …Y(J))e � ” ) � ” 
Hence one may choose a normalization of By to be 
(2n + 2)^ y = A^^^y-n/i) 
With these normalization, (2.37) reads 
乂 "((2n+2)0~y)e�-向广 A " = 丄 K � A — ( 臺 = 丄 (丢圳"八" 
and the normalization condition is equivalent to 
jjYeH\d”)�rj = 0 
So far we have fixed one symplectic Kahler cone (X.ujo, K，从 we would like to 
define holomorphic invariant which is independent of choice of metric in 
KCM{X, Jo, Q = {{00, V) e KCM{X, = U 
corresponding to changing Kahler metric within same Kahler class in Kahler 
geometry. First notice that two metric in KCM(X, J。，<^。) share the same space 
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of Hamiltonian holomorphic vector field. Since Reeb vector, hence V = Vo = r � 是 
is kept fixed. The condition on Lie bracket is the same. 
rj(r) = VoiY) -
where r = roe小 and r] = rj�— be a basic deformation. Hence 
_ 1 _ I 
d7](y) = LYi--(dr}o + = --Lydr] 
So we can write = Joi^o) with out mentioning the metric. 
Remark: The integration a, is independent of choice of S embedded inside 
X if iy^Oi = 0 = Cy^a. More precisely, Let 5 : 5 — X be any section of S 
into X given by s(a;) = (t{x),x) then = J^Q I^s. So in the following, we 
could think that the integration is performed on the same S for basic deformation. 
Notice that the normalized Hamiltonian function 9y{oj) deforms to 6y{(^o) + 
y{(t>)' This requires a proof as follows: 
Proof: First = r � 一 be a smooth family of basic deformation, then \dr]t = 
\drjo + ty/^ddcj), choose ht such that 
RicJ - (2n + 2)l-drjt 二 yf^ddht 
Hence ht is related to h � b y 
ht = ho- log - (2n + 2)力0 + Ci 
for some constant c, WLOG, just choose ht such that Ct = 0 and hence 




If we let 
m 二 jjMujo)+zn^e'^c 备向纟广 A 7u 
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then 
Oyiuj) = OyiuJo) -^Y{(f>) - I{t) 
then we have 
去 m = I j j M � a ) + ⑷)6"。•傳(•初。广 N Vo 
=j{y{ct>) - {OY{oJo) + � ) ( 2 n + 八 m 
= j { { 2 n + ⑷ - M ⑷ — t Y _ e 、 、 d r } t r 八 m 
= m 力2n + 一 ( 全 向 = /⑴ /⑴ 
Since 7(0) = 0, then lit)三 0 
Next define the following functional on by 
f(Y) = A V 
this gives a functional independent of basic deformation since 
i j/Y、，\drH��m 
=义(一八知0 + y�)e知(⑷(J而t)" = 0 
Let f ; ( v ) be the differential of / at Y" along direction v E f)(X), then 
f U v ) = JJve 'H\dr ) r A V (2.39) 
-[v{h{uj)-知)eh^Y" A “ (2.40) 
Js 2 
The differential is independent of basic deformation of Sasaki structure. This 
function is an obstruction for the existence of transverse Kahler-Ricci soliton. 
Definition 2.11 A symplectic Kahler cone (X, to, V, J) with Y Hamiltonian holo-
morphic vextor field is said to be transversal Kdhler-Ricci soliton if 
Ric^ - (2n + 2)^d'n = Cy^dr] (2.41) 
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For a transversal Kahler-Ricci soliton, we have 
\f^ddh = Ric^ - (2n + 2)]-dr] = 向=dLy^dr) = ^/^dOey 
A jL Zi 
So 
= fyiv) = 0 V 7； e l)PO 
Remark: There is another normalization given by requiring 
乂 e � ( 去 圳 = 0 
It can be shown by similar argument that 
ey{u) = eY{uJo) + Y{ct>) 
Under basic deformation r = Toe小,friv) defined on by 
乂一(0；)-知)e知(•向广 A 77 
is independent of basic deformation and agree with fyi^) up to constant multi-
plication. 
When putting y = 0 , the invariant 
/…)二乂 •)(•圳"Ary 
will obstruct the existence of transversal Kahler-Einstein metric, and it is called 
the Futaki invariant along the vector field Y. So the next goal is to look for 
Sasakian manifold with vanishing Futaki invariant. This was done in the toric 
case in [17], is the main topic of next chapter. 
Remark: It can also be shown that is a reductive Lie algebra and there 
exists unique Y G up to translation by such that / y ( - )三 0. Further 
discussion can be found in [10 . 
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2.3.3 A formula for volume variation 
In this subsection, A formula for volume variation is given which is related to the 
Futaki invariant and is useful in latter chapter in searching of Ricci flat Kahler 
cone metric. The formula is first done by Martelli-Sparks-Yau in [16 . 
First, lets consider the space I s (X , Uo, Vo) for latter purpose. Consider the 
volume functional V defined by 
V:Is{X,0Jo,Vo)^R, V{J) ：= J^i^dr^r A rj 
Notice that since all the compatible metric share the same Euler vector field K , 
and the form {^dr])^ Arj is always basic with respect to Vo- Hence the integration 
can be thought of taking place in a fixed manifold S C X. 
First variation formula 
By means of smooth variation we refer to a family J{t) G Xs{X,uJo, K ) which 
is smooth varying complex structure. Then the first variation formula is in the 
form 
Proposition 2.2 (Martelli-Sparks-Yau[16]) Let J � be a smooth family of 
Sasaki complex structure, w i t h � = = y, with r]{0) = r] and 4(0) = i, 
then 
^ \ t = o = - i n + 1 ) ^ V(y){\drjr A rj (2.42) 
Proof: 
^ \ t = o = 乂 ni^drj') A (-dry广 1 A rj + 乂(臺一"A t/ 
= [n+V)JsiiA�\drfr 
= - { n + 1) 乂 r]{Y)v A ( • c / "广= - ( n + 1) 乂 臺圳"A rj 
Here since r]t(^t) = 1, then r / � + 二 0. 
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Second variation formula 
The second variation formula can be obtained in a similar fashion. 
Proposition 2.3 (Martelli-Sparks-Yau[16]) Let J(t) be a smooth family in 
Xs{X,ujo,Vo), with 77(0) = 77 and ^(0) = Let Z e r(Tx) be a vector field 
which is infinitesimal Kahler cone automorphism for J(0), that is, it satisfies 
CzJ{0) = CzVo = CzUJo = 0. By considering Vi{t) = Jgr]{t){Z){\dr]{t)Y 八々⑷， 
it has derivative 
= - ( n + 2 ) ^ n{Y)r){Z){\dr^r A V 
Proof: 
= 乂一 ' ) ( -圳乂 “ z " ) ( n - ‘ ) ( - c Z 7 7 广 乂 (奶)(•向广八 7/ 
The first two term combines to give 
j { i z r i ) { \ d r ) T A V + 乂 A (-c/77广 1 A v 
= 乂 一 ' ) ( - 一 " A 77 + n乂 ^VKI^ZV) A " + 一 ) 圳 ( - 向 广 1 
= 乂 ( W ) (臺圳 n A V — “ 乂 " ' “ 4 向 臺 向 广 1 + n J s M r j � \ d r j r 
= + • ^ " ( 臺 圳 “ 
=(n + l ) 乂一 ) ' " '(•由 / )" 
Hence one obtain the following 
二 (n + 2) J^{LZV)V ildvr 二 -(n + 2)义 A V 
Indeed, a similar formula also holds if we consider the space KCM{X, Jo). This 
is given in the appendix of [2]. Lets define a volume functional in a similar way 
by 
V : KCM{X, Jo) M, := 八7] 
.Here, S={r = l } c X . 
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Proposition 2.4 (Futaki-Ono-Wang[2]) Let {uj{t), V(t)) be a smooth family 
in KCM{X, Jo), with r/(0) = ” and = Y, then 
， “ 二 - ( n + 1) 乂 r^n(•向广八巧 
and the second variation formula is 
Proposition 2.5 (Futaki-Ono-Wang[2]) Let {uj{t), be a smooth family 
in KCM{X,Jo), with ”(0) = rj and 警|i=o = Y, Z E T{Tx) be a vector 
field which is infinitesimal Kahler cone automorphism for (a;(0), V^(0)), that is, 
it satisfies CzJo = = = 0. Then by considering Vi{t) 二 
Is 协�(Z)[^dr)(t))几 T](t)，it has derivative 
Remark: Proof can be carried through directly with little modification. 
• The functions are related by r(t) = � ’ using natural isomorphism to 
identify {r(t) = 1} and {r(0) = 1} 
• The vector field ^{t) is pushed to be vector field on {r(0) 二 1}. 
• ^ v { o ) { ^ \ t = o ) = A / ( 0 ) (響| i = 0 ) = 0 as global vector field on X , hence the 
vector field Y is independent of the identification. 
In the latter section, when the Sasaki cone is toric, the volume functional is related 
to the Futaki invariant just defined and also to the volume of some polytope in 
the toric cone. 
Chapter 3 
Toric Geometry 
3.1 Toric Kahler geometry 
In this section, we give the treatment of toric Kahler geometry, following [15]. 
Most of the formula can be used for toric symplectic Kahler cone under modifi-
cation. 
Toric manifolds refer to manifolds with maximal possible group of torus sym-
metry. When it is, the information of such a manifold can be reduced to combi-
natorial data associated to fan or polytope. Classification of such kind of man-
ifolds in symplectic setting was done by Atiyah[3], Guillemin-Sternberg[12], and 
Delzant[7]. 
It starts with the theorem of convexity 
Theorem 3.1 (Atiyah, Guillemin-Sternberg convexity theorem) 
Let {X, cj) be a compact connected symplectic manifold and TT be torus acting on 
X with /i : X -> t" being moment map, then: 
• The level set of /j. are connected; 
• The image of (i is convex polytope given by convex hull of fixed point of the 
torus action. 
30 
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Such a Hamiltonian T" space (X’w，T\/z) with effective T" action must has 
n < IdimuX, when equality holds, we have 
Definition 3.1 a Hamiltonian T" space with effective action and 
X is compact connected is called a symplectic toric manifold. 
A theorem of Delzant further classifies all symplectic toric manifold up to 
isomorphism. 
Definition 3.2 A Delzant polytope inside a E n dimensional vector space M" 
with lattice A C M is a convex polytope satisfying: 
• there are exactly n facets meeting at each vertex; 
• for each facets 厂“(p)，....，(p) at p, there are primitive dual vector 
forming a basis of A* C M* such that Ui^ is normal of Fi^. 
Lets fix the following notation of describing a polytope: 
The polytope is given by the set of data 
2 Ai’i/;/iere fii G M* y e M A^  G M i = 
Fi,….’ Fd is the facets of P. Let li{y) = fii{y)-be function over M, then Fi is 
given by li{y) > 0. In the sequel, We also use the notation F�to denote relative 
interior of a face F. M usually is the dual of Lie algebra of torus t*. 
Theorem 3.2 (Delzant) 
• Any toric symplectic manifold fi{X) C iis a Delzant polytope, 
here i is the Lie algebra o/T"; 
• Any Delzant polytope P m Z" C W, one can construct {Xp,ujp,fxp) which 
is a Hamiltonian T" space with /ip : X has image P; 
• Any with moment map image P, it is equivalently symplecto-
morpic to the 'standard‘ {Xp,LUp,fip) 
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• With P and (Xp^up, fip), there is integrable complex structure J尸 invari-
ant under torus action and the action complexify to give (C*)" x X ^ X 
be holomorphic action. 
It is a consequence that any toric syrnplectic manifold is toric Kahler 
manifold in the following sense 
Definition 3.3 A toric Kahler manifold is a compact connected Kahler manifold 
…J，� yjith Hamiltonian T" action such that it extend to (C*)" xX ^ X 
be holomorphic action. 
Remark: Indeed if there is a real torus IT acting on a compact connected 
Kahler manifold (义2打，％ 义 w h i c h is Hamiltonian and preserving the complex 
structure, it always extend to a (C*)" action. The argument is as follows: 
Proof: WLOG, assume that the syrnplectic toric manifold is the 'standard' 
(^Xp,ujp,fip�. Let fix . . . . . b e a lattice basis of the Lie algebra of T". It 
gives vector field on the manifold X. Write £： = - J ^ j and ^ = for the vector 
fields. Notice that 
• These vector field satisfy Cj = 0 using formula (2.26) 
• The Lie bracket between these vector field are zero. 
• over the open dense subset fT、？。), these vector field are non vanishing. 
Hence one may set the action of (C*)" = O (E / (2V^7rZ) ) " on the toric 
manifold give by 
“ d a 
i=l 
A closer look of the action indeed gives another way to describe the toric man-
ifold as a complex manifold. 
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Remark: Let assume that we have toric Kahler manifold with P as its mo-
ment polytope and is the 'standard' fip) with some integrable complex 
structure J where TT action complexify to actions of (C* 广. 
It is a general fact if ( E t whose one parameter subgroup generate a subtorus. 
Then 
• p = (A ( ) is Morse-Bott function with even-dimensional critical manifolds 
of even index; 
• The critical submanifolds agree with connected components of the fixed 
point set of action of that subtorus which is both complex and symplectic 
submanifolds; 
• the gradient vector field of is — JC". 
Consider a face F of P, if we take the facets to be those intersect 
at F. then a generic combination E L i > • gives supporting hyperplane of 
such a face F. The corresponding vector C = ELi generates a subtorus. 
Fixed point set appear on the boundary of P, and only two levels of - will not 
intersect the interior, when supporting hyperplane moves along the polytope P. 
Hence there are two critical submanifolds, one with maximum value and one with 
minimum value of " ( ’ which takes minimum value. And f j r � F ) is both 
complex and symplectic submanifold, denoted by Df, of dimuDF = 2dimRF’ . 
We will now construct equivariant neighborhood of each Dp of the form C知 x 
(C*)"-知 for n _ /c 二 ciimK厂.Notice that at the face F, one can consider the 
stratification given by taking relative interior of those faces containing F. We like 
to say that fJ>-\[JFcK relative interior{K)) will be an equivariant neighborhood. 
Lets fix a point rr� in the interior P�of the polytope once for all. Consider the 
embedding (C*)" X by taking the open dense orbit containing a;。，then 
• Let F be a face given by intersection of facets Fi, for simplicity; 
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• choose a vertex in F and complete the set of normal fii,…” iMc to basis 
f i i , f i n of lattice t; 
• Write (C*)" = R"(8)(E/(2v^7rZ))" with coordinate (X；:! tiiM, EILi 氏"《）； 
• Notice that U is the time that it takes to flow along 一 J/4 from the point 
工o; 
• Let holomorphic map (C*)" — C" given by {tiA~) = e,计 A权、 
• Jfil is gradient field for k and increasing in U increases the value of k. 
Now, the coordinate of the equivariant neighborhood is given by investigating the 
behavior of the gradient flow when approaching K�of such a face containing F. 
• At each n - 1 dimensional facets containing F, say for simplicity, in 
then all Zi are locally bounded and hence extended to yu-i(Ff) with Zi = 0. 
Since it is take ti = - o o in order to hit Fi which is critical submanifold of 
h. 
• At higher codimension face K containing F. In all Zi,i 二 1, ....,k 
extend while those whose corresponding facets Fi containing K extend to 
zero. 
It could be seen that the first fc,s coordinate extend as maps to C and obtain 
the required coordinate system. The map being bijective which is clear from the 
construction and comparing stratification. Its inverse, is also holomorphic and 
hence this gives the required biholomorphism. 
Hence , the toric Kahler manifold can be described as a complex manifold as the 
following data: 
• For each face F, which defined by equation k” ..…Ji^ = 0, fix a vertex 
in F and complete / i f ” . . . . . t o a basis at that vertex. Then define the 
equivariant neighborhood Up = x (C* 广-知 as above. 
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• For difference choice of vertex corresponding to the same face F, 
say ,..…’ " i , , fij,，....’ fijn-k and ，.•…，, , •...，fhn-k, there are {ajs) G 
GL{n - /c,Z), serve as change of coordinates described by 
("SI, . .•. ’"�„_J = ("ji ’ .•..，")“)(《•?、） 
Then identify two via the map zj, = f ]二 
• For inclusion of face F C K, choose a common vertex via the automorphism 
in the above step, then the map is the natural inclusion C x (C*)""^ 4 
C知 X (C*)""^ of Uk — Uf, where n - k = dimRis： and n — Z 二 dimRF； 
• Gluing these coordinates chart C^ x (C*)"一知 according to automorphism 
from choice of basis and the natural inclusion relation gives a manifold 
equivariant biholomorphic to the original Kahler toric manifold. This de-
scription depends only on the combinatorial data of P C t*. 
In particular, one will have 
Proposition 3.1 Let be a toric symplectic manifold with Ji, J2 in-
tegrable complex structures to gives toric Kdhler manifolds. Then there is an 
equivariant biholomorphism (X, Ji) = (X, J2). 
We now turn to the question about classifying toric Kahler manifolds. Notice 
that given a toric Kahler manifold J), either the symplectic structure 
or the complex structure is completely determined by the moment polytope. 
However, the identification cannot be done at the same time. Hence it will be a 
question about the classification of all compatible complex structure associated 
to standard toric symplectic manifold or all Kahler metric associated to a fixed 
complex structure. This is done by V. Guillemin in [11]. 
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complex coordinate 
By means of a complex coordinate we refer to an equivariant biholomorphism from 
尸。）to ( e ) " ’ where ( C T = M" 0 V ^ T " = + y/^d)\u T" } 
Such coordinates essentially coming from (C*)" ^ X hy taking orbit at a point in 
= and hencc can be identified up to action by translation of (C*)". 
Under such a coordinate system, the syrnplectic form u is represented by a Kahler 
potential f e E) via the relation u = 2V^dd(f) = 八肪 
while the metric is given by g = 0 dz^ + dz^ <S) dz'). According to the 
basis it is 
( 0 V\f)\ j IVV) 0 \ 
CJ 二 and g = 
V-V2(/) Q ) \ 0 V\f)J 
in matrix form, hence f is strictly convex due to the requirement of a Riemannian 
metric, f is determined up to linear function in u. 
syrnplectic coordinate 
By means of a syrnplectic coordinate we refer to a polytope Q G and a 
symplectomorphism 
= (T*g7(27rZ),a;ean) = {{{y.O)\y G Q。，0 G『}’(％ Aci没《） 
having the complex structure being off-diagonal in the form 
[0 ^ d d � 
with respect to {—,—) 
\G 0 y 办 洲 
Notice that the coordinate y agrees with the moment map /x up to a translation 
and Q is translation of P. So two of such coordinate can be identified by a 
translation in and a TP action. Within such a coordinate system, the 
complex structure is given by a syrnplectic potential g G with Gij = 
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g ^ T and the Riemannian metric is given by 
(G 0\ 
The positivity of the Riemannian metric also requires g to be strictly convex, g 
is determined up to linear function in y. 
Legendre transform 
The two sets of coordinate system is related by Legendre transform. Lets start 
with a complex coordinate and a Kahler potential / . Its Legendre transform 
L/ : M" (R")* is given by Lf{u) = d八u). It is differeomorphic to some convex 
open set Q�, and gives symplectomorphism cu) ^ ( Q � x T", dyi 八 ( W � I f we 
further let g be its Legendre inverse given by 
f{u) + g{y{u)) = Y^u%(u) (3.1) 
i 
then g gives a symplectic potential in this coordinate. Hence it gives a symplectic 
coordinate. 
Conversely, if we start with symplectic coordinate Q � w i t h potential g, the 
Legendre transform Lg : ^ M" is a differeomorphism, and together with its 
Legendre inverse function / , gives a complex coordinate system with potential f . 
One can also write down the formula for dd operator for IT invariant function 
V under the symplectic coordinate. As follow: 
= A dO' (3.2) 
dvk oyi 
Lets return to the classification problem about toric Kahler manifold. First, 
given a polytope P G it determines a 'standard' toric symplectic mani-
fold {Xp,ujp,ij,p) by Delzant's construction. Indeed there is a 'standard' inte-
grable complex structure from the quotient construction, denoted by Jp. There 
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is a 'standard' symplectic coordinate with symplectic potential gp given by V. 
Guillemin in the form 
1 
gp = T^'^Uy) log^r(y) 
丄i=l 
with its Legendre dual fp given by 
1 d 
/P 二 V Z l Ar logZrO/) + W " ) ) 
where 1” Xr is the associated data of P and looiv) = All other 
symplectic potential g which extends to the whole Xp should have the same de-
generacy behavior towards the faces of P. 
First lets take a closer look of the 'standard' potential gp. Direct computation 
shows that det{Gij) = {5(y) U L i U v ) ) ' ^ - Hence actually is defined on the 
whole P which is smooth and degenerates according to the combinatorial data 
given by the faces. More precisely, given a face Fl with normal Uk, consider Uk as 
element in t and generate vector field on X as /4 嘉 .T h e term (G一 1 ( 2 / )广 = 0 
as 2/ e Fk- For general symplectic potential which extends, suppose one already 
has the smoothness of then G"^ behave in similar fashion. Indeed, there is 
a theorem saying that all symplectic potential which extends to whole has 
G一 1 smooth. 
Theorem 3.3 (Abreu[15]) Given (Xp,up,fip) be a toric symplectic manifold 
associated to a polytope P. Let J be any compatible toric complex structure. Then 
in the standard symplectic coordinate 尸 � x T � i t has symplectic potential of the 
form g = gp h where h is a smooth function on the whole P. Lets donate 
Gij = then one has 
d 
det{Gij) = (6{y)lllr{y))-' 
r = l 
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.Where 6{y) is a strictly positive function on whole polytope P. Conversely, any 
symplectic potential g which is strictly convex of such form will extend to whole 
Xp as a toric complex structure J. 
P r o o f : = > ) 
First, lets consider two complex structure Jp, J on Xp, from the above, there 
is an equivariant biholomorphism which 冷：Xp — Xp such that (f)*(J) = Jp. 
Then ojj = (f)*{ujp), observe that u j and ujp are in the same Kahler class. Lets 
donate Uk be equivariant neighborhood at the vertices pk, and Uk^ ...kj = I^Li队i 
be their intersections. From the above, the equivariant biholomorphism can be 
chosen to preserve each of the neighborhood. It is because the neighborhoods 
can be described purely by the combinatorics of the moment polytope. Since 
one have the Cech resolution in terms of the open covering by the equivariant 
neighborhoods 
,� 个 '、 
d d d 
个 个 ‘、 d d d 
~ ^ I L 們 ^ ^ riiM的"fcO ~ > ••• 
个 个 ‘、 
d d d 
个 个 ‘、 
d d d 
n\x) > I L 嘛 ） ^ ^ ^ ^ … 
The double complex by Cech resolution will compute the usual cohomology of 
X. and (f)* induces identity at the each vertical cohomology of the equivariant 
neighborhoods due to the 小 is equivariant and only the torus part will contribute 
cohomology. By a spectral sequence argument, 0 induces identity on the coho-
mology of the total complex. Hence wj 二 cji^  + 2 \ r A d d f j for some global T" 
invariant function f j . Here, the differential operator is refered to Jp. 
The fact that the map 0 and the function f j being globally defined is essential 
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for the global smoothness of h. 
Now, we like to express the potential g in terms of f j . Here, some choice 
of potential has to be made. Consider the 'standard' complex coordinate of 
Jp, { { C T J p ) o ( P � X then { { C T J p ) Now consider 
( (C*)" , /p + fj) — = (I)*(j0p) iX°,uJp) to be complex coordinate for 
(Xp, J). Taking Legendre transform and a new moment map fl whose image P 




P - i - , p 
To distinguish two structures, we let (y, 0) and (y, 9) to be the action coordinates 
of (X, Jp) and (X, J) respectively, then y = ^{y). Now choose 以 to be a potential 
of J which is Legendre inverse o” = fp + f j . First, observe that 0 has the form 
Notice that f j 6 C°°{P) is smooth on the whole polytope P and hence the 
above formula actually holds up to boundary of P. Second, from the degeneracy 
property of Gp\ which is a zero matrix at the vertex, suggest that actually 
p = p. However, we still use the notation P for distinguishing which coordinate 
we referring to. This together with the construction of • shows that ^ \ P ^ P 
actually is a smooth map which preserve the stratification of the faces. Also in 
po 117^ 1 ridm) 二！i：! has a strictly positive lower bound, from the compactness 
, n dyi Wp ~ 
of X. Therefore 0 is a differeomorphism from P to P. It is a consequence of f j 
being globally defined. 
Notice that from the choice of the same complex coordinate via 表 
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So there is an equation involving g as follows 
g 咖 + fp{y) + My) = • 势 y � 
So if we want to check the smoothness of the term g{y) — gp{y) when extending 
to P's boundary, we only need to consider the term 
k{y) = Hy)i^(y) - fp(y) _ ffp(Hy)) 
explicit calculation gives 
d I ( 
k{y) = \[Uky)) - Uy) + E i r _ 
The only trouble term is j j ^ y The proof will be completed if one can show it 
is strictly positive on the whole P. 
Fix a facet F” near any point y�G Fr, one could write lr{^{y}) = lr(y) . Hp) for 
some smooth S(y). Then 
• choose a curve j(t) thought y�with its derivative (//r, V(o)) > 0; 
• 0 o 7 is a curve in P, and by non degeneracy of � V W ) > 0; 
• Hence 0 < o V W ) 二 d{lr o 二《"。)(礼kCy'(O))= 
% o ) ( " r ’ Y W ) ; 
• Division on both sides gives 5{yo) > 0. 
If we denote { G - ' f { y ) = 
Also notice that 
c M 刊 巧 = detiG-'my)) 
Hence _ 
(^j)" _ det{G-'my)) 
det{Gp'){y) 
so one obtains the desired formula for det{G~'^) in y coordinate. 
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仁 ） 
For the converse of the statement, we proceed as follows First notice that 
• such a g gives integrable complex structure over P�x T"; 
• is smooth over the whole F, and have the degeneracy condition as 
above; 
• The (C*广 acts on P�x TT holomorphically. It is because taking Legendre 
transform gives the same image, W 0 as the standard gp. 
We like to see as in the way of describing the equivariant neighborhood of the 
holomorphic coordinates, actually one can give a description of X as gluing of 
complex chart of the form x (C*)"—\ The argument is essentially the same, 
with slight modification. As before, it is still necessary to show that the function 
Zi = e^i+^^i have suitable decay rate towards the face of P. This is done in 
term of the degeneracy rate of G ' ^ To see this, we choose a vertex p as before 
and use normal at p, / / i , A ^ n as basis of t. Within JC°，due to the fact that f 
is globally bounded, so one sees that the function decays continuously towards 
the face of P and hence define Uk = C^ x ^r any face K. This map is 
biholomorphic when restricted to P � x T ! and bi-continuous. So one can describe 
a complex chart using equivariant neighborhood as before. Notice that all change 
of coordinate of C" x takes place in (C*)""^ and is holomorphic. 
3.2 Toric Sasakian manifold 
In this section, a brief discussion about toric Sasakian manifold is given. Details 
may be found in [6],[1],[14]. It is generalization of the results in section 1. 
Definition 3.4 A toric symplectic cone is a symplectic cone to-
gether with a effective V-preserving Hamiltonian action and : X ^ i 
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being its moment map, satisfying the condition 
( p D V = e � 
or equivalently, CyfJ- = 
It is said to be compact if X/E is compact. 
Also let C{X) = ii{X) U {0} to be its moment cone. 
There is a one-one correspondence between toric symplectic cone and toric 
co-oriented contact manifold as before. 
Convexity theorem holds for compact toric symplectic cone as follow: 
Theorem 3.4 (Banyaga - Molino) Let /i) acting be by a 
compact toric symplectic cone with n � 1 ， t h e n its moment cone is a convex 
polyhedral cone. 
A theorem of Delzant type also holds in this case, and is done by E. Lerman in 
[14]. 
Definition 3.5 (Lerman) • Let (M, A) be a R vector space with lattice A; 
• A cone C C (M，A) with non-empty interior is good if each facet Fi,…,Fd 
has an associated primitive normal jii G A*, where d>n+l; 
• Each codimension-k face F ofC is the intersection of exactly k facets whose 
set of normals can be completed to an integral base of A*. 
Unlike the case for symplectic manifold, there are exceptional cases where 
the action is free. Therefore, we refer good toric symplectic cone to com-
pact toric symplectic cone with T"+i action which is not free. Then there is a 
correspondence. 
Theorem 3.5 (Banyaga - Molino, Lerman) Good toric symplectic cone are 
classified as follows: 
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• For any C(X) is a good cone in V; 
• Any two good cone C G 股““+工，there is a 'standard’ (J^尸,w尸,VP’"P) which 
is a good toric cone with moment cone C, furthermore, it admits compatible 
Kahler complex structure J. 
• Any is equivariant symplectomorphic to，standard，good toric 
cone constructed from its moment cone C{X). 
As before, one can consider toric Kahler-Sasaki cone by adding a complex 
structure. 
Definition 3.6 A toric Kdhler-Sasaki cone is a good toric cone (X’ V, y) 
with Sasaki complex structure J which is invariant under torus action. 
Likewise, any two complex structure on a same toric cone are equivariant 
biholomorphic. 
Proposition 3.2 Any two Kdhler-Sasaki complex structure on a good toric cone 
manifold V,fi) are equivariant biholomorphic. 
Remark: However, V is not preserved in general. V is preserved if and only 
if they have the same Reeb vector field 
It turns to the question about classification of toric Kahler-Sasaki cone. As 
in previous case, due to the above proposition, it could be thought of fixing the 
syrnplectic structure or fixing complex structure. It is correspond to considering 
the space Jo) or the space lJ"+ipC’ w � ’ K) . 
Elements in the space Jo) are determined by Reeb vector and 
basic smooth T"+i invariant real-valued function (f) with respect to the Reeb 
vector field. It is not good enough since the notation of basic depends on the 
Reeb vector itself. 
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The space {X, Uo, K ) works better with the combinatorial data from the 
good moment cone, as in the toric Kahler cone. Its description is done in [17]. 
For a general V,//, J), a symplectic coordinate is a symplectomorphism 
{X,uj) = (C° X T^ +SWCAN) where the complex structure J splits as 
U - g - A 
V^ 0 ) 
with respect to the basis (悬’嘉)• Such a coordinate is unique up to action by 
the torus. Argument similar to toric Kahler class gives that such a coordinate 
always exists. 
In such a coordinate, one will have 
• a symplectic potential g e C°°(C°,E) which gives Gij 二 
• V = = 2yk最,from the equation CyUJ = dtvuj = 2uj\ 
• Gij are homogeneous of degree —1 with respect to�V = yk念,i.e., l V { G i j ) = 
- G i j , and G'^  are homogeneous of degree 1; 
.(=JV = and 二 20明：1 is constant. Hence Reeb vector is 
generated by b ' -^ in t. Furthermore, == > 0 is satisfied, 
hence ^ G ((：7”� 
The second property is from the fact that / V J 二 0, and it is the require-
ment for a general potential g whose complex structure defined by its Hessian is 
Sasakian. The third one is due to 
• The space K ) can be identified with the space of all Sasaki sym-
plectic potentials(up to linear function) on C�x TT+i which extend to the whole 
cone X. Now, lets denote S{C) to be the space of Sasaki symplectic potentials 
which extend to X modulo linear function in y. 
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The space S(C) can be described by same canonical Sasaki symplectic potential 
plus a function which smooth on whole C\{0} and being homogeneous of degree 
1. 
Theorem 3.6 (Martelli-Sparks-Yau) The space S{C) on a good toric sym-
plectic cone {X,uj,V,ii), associated to a good moment cone C C i, is natually 
written as S{C) C (C^*” 乂 where ^ G (C*)�labels the Reeb vector, and 
h e H{1) is a smooth homogeneous degree one function on C, modulo linear 
function in y, such that g := g聽 + 圾 + “ strictly convex. Where 
• stands for the canonical potential log ^r(y))； 
• = is the natural pairing, and loo{y) = (Z)r=i 
• g之 is given by log k{y)) — \{loo{y) log^oo(y))-
First observe that the term g = g蘭 + has the form 
」 丨 + /4/4 I ee / 4 ) E t i /4)] (3 3) 
d ^ j “ lr{y) kiy) Uy) 
Notice that 
• It is strictly convex over since GijyiVj =全 ( � ’ y) > 0 for y G 
• the term g^  is smooth on C\{0}; 
• ^ is homogeneous of degree - 1 . 
These three facts suggest that it extends to X as a Sasaki complex structure. 
Second, Suppose gu92 be two Sasaki symplectic potentials which gives the 
same Reeb vector field. Then h = gi -g2 is smooth on C\{0} and hence y j - ^ ^ . = 
yj - y j ^ U： = 0. Then h would be homogeneous of degree 1 up to constant. 
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3.3 Ricci flat metric in toric Kahler-Sasaki cone 
In this section, the existence problem of Ricci flat metric in a toric Kahler cone 
is investigated. The results in this section are mainly due to Futaki-Ono-Wang 
in [2] and Martelli-Sparks-Yau in [17]. 
Lets consider a toric Kahler Sasaki cone TT+i rx (X^^+^cj,!/, J,/x), with the 
condition cf = (2n+2)[全向].Such a Kahler cone is indeed quite special. Lets take 
a symplectic coordinate with Sasaki symplectic potential g of the form described 
in the previous section. 
The assumption cf = (2n + 向]gives 
Ric^ - {2n + 2)\dr] = V^dBh 
for some T" invariant basic smooth function h. This implies 
Ric = 27rci(V) = 
Let f(y) be Legendre dual to 仏 and under complex coordinate {u,0), u = 
2 y / ^ d d f gives 
Ric = -V^ddlog det{Fij) = V^ddh 
Here is the matrix with (z, j) entry Since both log det{Fij),h is invariant 
under the action, they are both function of u and the equation suggest that 
they are differed by linear function as 
-logdet{Gij) = \ogdet(Fij) = -2-fiu' - h 
for some constant ji . It is rewritten as 
det{Gij) = e x p ( 2 7 i ^ + h) 
Now write g = g隱 + + p, with p e H{1) as before. The previous formula in 
toric Kahler case suggests that 
d 
det{Gij) = {6(y)lllr{y))-' 
r = l 
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for some function 6 which is strictly positive on C\{0}. On the other hand, direct 
computation of the term on right hand side gives 
T*— 1 
Comparison of the smoothness as approaching the faces of the cone gives that 
(7,Air) = - 1 for r = V...，c^ 
This means that the cone have a very special structure. Notice that det(Gij) is 
homogeneous of degree — (n + 1), this also suggests that 
—(n + l)exp{2ji^ + /i) = + h) 
= + 2 礎 + 
Hence one obtains 
K,7) = —(几+1) (3.4) 
This suggests the equation cf = (2n + 向]can be rephrased in toric data as 
Proposition 3.3 Assume K, J,/i) be a toric Kahler Sasaki cone satisfying 
cf = (2n + 2) [!£/'"]，then its moment cone has a unique 7 G t* which satisfy 
( 7 , " r ) = —1 for r = l , . " . ， c i 
The Reeb vector field ^ G t satisfies the relation 
(7，<0 = -(n+1) 
Conversely, any toric Kahler Sasaki cone with such a ^ and ^ satisfy that 
ci(V) = 27rRic 二 V ^ d S h 
for some basic smooth T^+i invariant function h. 
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Remark: Prom the formula - log det{Gij) = log det{Fij) = - h�one f 
obtain 
—log det{r^Gij) = log det(^Fij) = - 2 ’ ' -h-(n^l) logr^ 
- l o g deti^Fij)-h = 2�v} + (n + 1) log r^ 
=>(2n + 2)\dr] 二 v ^ a a ( 2 7 i U � + (n + 1) logr^) 
Zi 
The term 
27iW< + ( n + l ) l o g r 2 
=27i[去(Al,(logZfc(y) + l ) + f ( l o g / ^ ( y ) + 1) - Aj,(log/oo(2/) + 1)) + 务J 
+ ( n + l)logr^ 
Qp 
\ogh{y) + d. log Zoo (2/) + (log 2 - l)(n + 1) + 
k ^ 
If one let i/(y) ^-J2k log k(y) + d. log /oofe), then the above suggests that v{y) + 
will be 'Kahler' potential of (2n + 2)\dr]. In contrast to the function 
(n+1) l o g — ， + 27i祭 is homogeneous of degree 0. However, it is not globally 
defined. 
Remark: 7 in general is a rational vector, which means that there is a positive 
integer I such that Ij is a primitive lattice point. Hence with a SL{Z,n + 1) 
change of coordinates, it can be assumed that there is a special form in the 0-th 
coordinate, i4 = —I and = — (n + One can also choose a splitting of the 
lattice of A C t in the form of A 二 Zeo 0 ker(^) where (eo, Ij) = - 1 and let 
eo, •••., be such an integral basis for lattice A. 
Assume that we are in such a choice of lattice base, then in the complex 
coordinate, consider the exact sequence of vector bundle 
O ^ L ^ 4 1 ’ � ) 4 L»(i’o) 0 
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By taking 
。 二 i - 务 口 。 一 —1，..... 
dzi 2k{yy dr V 
Si is a local frame for L)(i’o). Noticed that in this case,最 does not agree with 
i(r|： - Nevertheless, under such a frame of T义’�)’ the metric ^uj can 
be written as . 
1 11 0 、 
2 n G O . — 卿 
V 硕 — w / 
The corresponding dual sequence of vector bundle is given by 
0 — — (了*)2’0) — (_0*；)(1，0) f - 0 
One may take 
dz' - ^dz^ for i = l，•.…’n 
to be local frame of ( D * ) � ’ � ) ’ and dlogr + s T h to be frame of L*. Under such 
a choice, the dual metric is given in the form 
fl 0 \ 
2 .. 
\0 21 械Gij —昏Goj — ^Gjo + §^Goq]J 
Where is (n + 1)/ under this special choice. 
The next task is to consider the behavior of the Futaki invariant when re-
stricting to L = {x e t|(7,a;) = -{n + 1)}. Before that, a lemma concerning 
convex geometry in [2] is stated here which will be useful in later discussion. 
Lemma 3.1 Consider TT+i c^ J) be a toric Kdhler symplectic cone， 
with (u, 0) be its complex coordinate. Define v : - ^ R h y 
v(u) = max(pi，w) l<i<d 
Where Pi 's are primitive generators of rays in the moment cone C • Then there 
exists a constant c such 
that \2v-\ogk{y)\<c. 
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Volume variation 
In 2.3.3’ a volume functional is defined on the space XsiX,ujo,Vo). In the toric 
case, the space under consideration is the space of toric Sasaki complex structure 
Vo). We have seen that this space is parameterized by Reeb vector 
and H{1). Possible values of Reeb vector is the interior of the dual cone 
Under the assumption cf = (2n + 2)[ldr}], the cone determines a special vector 
7 G t , and the Reeb vector lies on a hyperplane ( C , 7 ) = - … + 1) given by 
this vector. We consider the function V when restricting on this hyperplane and 
relate it to Futaki invariant of corresponding Sasaki complex structure. 
Lemma 3.2 ([2]) The volume functional V : M, descends to 
the interior of dual cone ((7*)�which acts as parameter space of Reeb vector field. 
And V : ((7*)�R is given by 
V{x) = 2(n+ 1)!(27i•广 
where Ay = G 二善}，and Vol^n+i refers to the Euclidean volume which 
is invariant under SL{n + 1,Z) change of lattice basis. 
Proof: Lets fix a toric Kahler Sasaki complex structure J and consider 
！/⑷= J ^ ( \ d r j r A " 二 (2n + 2) 产+i(臺向广 A rj)dr 
= 2 [ (0；0广+1 
= 2 ( n + l ) ! f 办一…办 r z + 1 , + 1 
= 2(n + l)!(27rr+i [ dyi...dyn+i 
Ja^ 
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So the functional is actually defined as a smooth function on (C*)�which is 
open cone in Euclidean space. The second variation formula in (2.3.3) suggest that 
it is strictly convex. The Vol[llx) diverges to infinity when x dC*. Combining 
these, the restriction of the function V to the hyperplane { ( 7 , 0 =—(几 + 1)} has 
a unique minimum. Hence one has 
Proposition 3.4 ([16]) The functional V : {C*y R, when restricting to the 
hyperplane L = {x e t|(7,x) = -{n + 1)} has a unique minimum point. 
At the minimum point Xc = suppose we vary the complex structure by moving 
the Reeb vector in the hyperplane L given by ^(t) 二 Then first variation 
formula in (2.42) suggest that one should have 向广八 r^  = 0 for any 
such path. This guarantees the vanishing of Futaki invariant of the structure J � 
Proposition 3.5 ([2]) At the unique minimum point。，the Futaki invariant of 
the corresponding Kdhler Sasaki cone {X,uJo,Vo, Jc) will vanish. 
This requires the following lemma relating the quantity rjc{Y) to those used for 
defining the Futaki invariant. First, for those Y such that & + Y G Z/. Let denote 
Yc to be the holomorphic vector field given by Yc = K - J c ^ " — Then 
Yc is a Hamiltonain holomorhpic vector field with respect to structure Jc. Indeed, 
one has 
Lemma 3.3 ([2]) The normalized Hamiltonian function ofYc, Oyc> has the form 
Syc = v^viyc) 
Proof: It su伍ces to show that J^ 向广 A r/ = 0. For simplicity, we 
like to choose the coordinate system for A C t where A = Z e � 0 ker{^). A 
integral bases of A can be given by eo,.".,e„ with (eoJ^) = - 1 . Under such 
a choice, one may assume that Y = a-ei for some i = l,....,n. Let p{y)= 
一 Efe log lk{y) + d. log loo{y) as before, then 
o 1 
h =-…(y) + 一 log det(—Fij) + constant 
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.Using corresponding complex coordinate, one has 
J s r j ( Y � e � > ) � r i 
- i 2 ! r � � � 
-Jxkiv) 
=c- [ 乾)dx^d沪…dx几, 
7(C»)n+l 
=c. [ � •衆 ) d o : � A {dx' — g d A " ( 血 " -
jRri+l S S 
f 為 r 2 e - 孕 e ( - * 2 7 i 衆 )阳 o g r A (dx'—監dA.恤--
jRn+i 《 � 
=c. f 替 ‘ 衆 ) 办 - 4 ) A (彻 1 - gdA.恤"-
jRn + i k�y) � ^ 
=c. f �•衆) 
人0二0 kiy) 
The form 為 � { 衆 ) c / r c i . . i s basic with respect to r ^ and hence the 
calculation is valid. Notice that on the hyperplane x^ = 0, the equality 
{-iy{y) - 二 一(n + 1) log r^ + constant 
Continue to compute the integral get 
jRn kiy) 
=c.[則 Ogy�-(n+l) 一 (y)血 = o 
JRn dx^ 
It is because the vector Y = a-Si not in the dual cone C* unless a = 0，thus there 
are generators Pi^,pi^ of the cone C such that the {pi^, e^ ) > 0 and {pi^.^i) < 0. 
From the lemma (3.1)，one obtains that log +oo as a;' — oo. 
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The above proof actually holds for any good cone with such a gamma, and 
Sasaki complex structure with its Reeb vector field lies in such a hyperplane L. 
Combining with the following theorems in [2], 
Theorem 3.7 Let (X"+i’cj’ V, J) be a toric Kahler Sasaki cone, with cf = (2n+ 
2)[^dr)], fixing the Reeb vector field, there exists a Sasaki-Ricci soliton by basic 
deformation of Sasaki structure. In particular, it has Ricci flat Kahler cone metric 
with same Reeb vector field if and only if the Futaki invariant vanishes. 
one has the following 
Theorem 3.8 Given toric Kahler Sasaki cone with cf = (2n + 向]，there 
exist a Ricci flat Kahler cone metric in Wo, K)-
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cone. First, a relation between the global second Chern class and the transversl 
Chern class is given, by using computation via the seond fundamental form (2.12). 
Recall that in a general Kahler Sasaki cone V, J), where X ^ C(S) 
is naturally identified. Then there is an exact sequence of holomorphic vector 
bundles. 
0 L 4 4 1 ’ � ) 4 L>(i，o) 0 
The orthogonal splitting is not holomorphic so there is a second fundamental 
form Connection are related by 
2 
Where V^ is the Chern connection corresponding to the projection metric \dr] 
on D(i’o). Their curvatures are given by the formula: 
( n L - 13 + V^)^ 
~ o v ^ + V^ O OP 一 陶 * 乂 
•了，the transversal connection, is the Chern connection of metric \dr] on L)(i’o). 
So their curvature are related by 
= + y /^dr] (g) 1^ (1,0) 
The term /? o V^ + V^ o ^ actually is 召因JQ(I’O)/3. This is zero, it can be seen 
via local coordinates. Let zq,..…,�be local coordinates as before, one see that 
i ( r 悬 - i s holomorphic frame for L, and 
… I - 厂 喊 ) � 4 ~ r - 厂 Y � 斤 r '二 1，••…，" 
be holomorphic frame of ^：^⑷。).cHogr + y f^r ) is dual frame of although it 
is not holomorphic form of X. 
Recall that /3 = (dlogr + V ^ v ) Id"’�) ’ so it is 
Chapter 4 
Chern numbers inequality 
In this section, a certain type of Chern numbers inequality is given as a con-
sequence of the existence theorem of Ricci flat metric on a toric Kahler Sasaki 
cone. 
The Chern numbers inequality in the Kahler case, is given in [19] in the form 
Theorem 4.1 (Chern numbers inequality) Let J,fif) be a connected 
Kahler manifold which has a Kahler-Einstein metric, then 
- 八 = - n (4.1) 
/or some positive function 6. Furthermore, if M is compact，then taking integra-
tion obtain 
J [C2(M) - A C 1 ( M广2 > 0 (4.2) 
equality in (4.2) holds if and only if the Kahler-Einstein metric is of constant 
holomorphic sectional curvature. 
Remark: The inequality (4.1) is a stronger inequality than the integral form, 
however, the second inequality is more topological since it is independent on the 
Kahler-Einstein metric but just the existence of such a metric. We like to say 
that a transversal verson of this inequality will hold in the case of Kahler-Sasaki 
59 
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written as /3 = E二！ dz'^s'® (dlogr + V^rj). Taking the operator dL^^D^m 
gives 0. So indeed the curvature matrix is given by 
• 。 搏 。 ” ） (4.3) 
、0 nT + 向 01^(1,0) -/3 A p* J 
Next, the second Chern class C2(V) is computed and is related to C2(V^). Lets 
use the local coordinate chart zq, •.…，知’ then (2.13) gives a local formula for 
P A In this local coordinates, by using the frame for frames of D(i’。)，the 
formula of second Chern class is 
C2(V) 二 ^(^ii 八 ％ - ^ij 八叫 (4-4) 
The formula relating the second Chern class is 
Proposition 4.1 
ci(V) = c i ( V � - ¥ 向 (4.5) 
C2(V) = — 告 向 A Ci(V^) + 向 )2 (4.6) 
Proof: In local coordinates 2；0’..…，么n，write ^drj = V^Td, j= i9 i jdz '八 dF 
First consider the term J^iji^ij 八 Qj、)， 
[ Q i j A Qji 
ij 
= Y ^ i ^ l + - 2 ^  gfkdz'dz') A + V^djidrj — 2 ^  gudz^dz') 
ij k I 
= E 竭 A nj； - 4 ； ^ 竭 A ^ - 4 J 2 J 2 g _ d 她 z 秘 
ij ij k ij fci" 
+ E Adrj- n{dr)f 
i ik 
= 八 - 4 5]； ng 八；^ gfkdz^dz'^  + (rfr?)^  
ij ij k 
+ 47rci(V^) Adr]- 2(dr)f - n(dr}f 
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Then consider the term 4 Ynj ^Ij 八 YIt^  Qikdz^dz^ 
ij k 
ij si k 
stjk 
= 0 
So one obtains 
^ nij A nji = N《飞 Ji + 47rci(V^) Adri-{n+ 1)(向尸 （4.7) 
ij ij 
Next, the term 
队i八〜 
ij 
= 竭 + —2 Y^ Qfkdz'dz')八叫j + V^dr) - 2 J ] Qjidz^dz') 
ij k T 
= A nj , - n l ) A ^ + ( 2 ^ g f^dzW)八 (2 ； ^ g j^dz^dz )^ 
ij i jk ik jl 
+ 2 n \ / ^ ^ii 八而—4 几 v ^ gikdz 泌 Ac/" — ri\dr]f 
i ik 
艰八巧j + 47rci(V^) Adij- {drif 
ij 
+ 4n7rci(V^) r\dr)- 2n{dT]f - n^{dr]f 
Hence 
Y^ nu A Qjj = A njj + 4(n + l)7rci(V^) A 初一 ( n + l)'{drj)' (4.8) 
ij ij 
Combining (4.7) and (4.8)，get 
C2(V) 二 - ‘ ( S nu 八 ％ - Qij A Qji) 
ij ij 
= C 2 ( - � 1 ( • 。 八 初 + 向)2 
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Next, if we let V to be the Chern connection on the bundle Tp’。）with respect 
to the metric = of log r A 77 + ^drj. There is a relation 
n = n + V^drj <S> I^a.o) 
Similar computation shows that 
c i ( • ) = & ( � ) 一 宰 向 （4.9) 
C2(V) = C2(V) — l^ci(V) Adv+ "^^^(dvf (4.10) 
So, indeed 
ci(V) = ci(V^) and C2(V) = C2(V^) 
The above holds for general Kahler-Sasaki cone, now, consider a toric Kahler-
Sasaki cone w� ’ K, J�) and the corresponding space (X’ w� ’ K), take 
a Jc be Sasaki complex structure which is Ricci flat, using the above result (4.1) 
,there will be the following point wise relation 
C2(Vc)/W"-i 二 知 ( 4 . 1 1 ) 
for some positive function 6 on X. Since the form C2(Vc) is basic form, hence 
this can be rewritten as 
C2(Vc) A (I向)"-2 /\dlogr 八 ri 二 � ( ^初广八 dlogr 八?]) 
taking away the term dlogr, and using the relation Ci(Vc)三 0，get 
c i (VD = ^ d r j 
and hence 
[C2(vr) 一 八 ( I向广2 八”=《向)n 八 ” (4.12) 
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for some positive function 6. Taking integration obtains 
Therefore the following proposition is proven. 
Proposition 4.2 (Transversal Chern numbers inequality) Lei (炉"+2’0；0，K,乃 
be toric Kdhler-Sasaki cone, satisfying cf = (2n + 2)[^drj\ and with its Reeb vec-
tor ^ = ^ L, where L = {(.t,7) = -(n + l)|x E and & be the unique 
minimum for the volume functional V. Then the following inequality holds 
(4 ,3) 
If equality holds, then the Ricci flat metric in 足 o;。，Vo) has constant holo-
morphic sectional curvature. 
Remark: The proposition indeed holds true for general Kahler-Sasaki cone 
provided that there is a Sasaki-Einstein metric. However, it is only guarantee 
when it is a toric Kahler-Sasaki cone. The general case is not known yet. 
Future direction 
The original Chern numbers inequality has an interesting application to combi-
natorics, namely, given a reflexive polytope P CMJ^ whose 'center of mass' agree 
with the origin, then the growth of number of lattice points in kP has a control 
on its second order term. This statement can be rephrased as follows, by putting 
the polytope P in at the level z^ = I and consider the cone Cp over the 
polytope, this corresponds to a good cone Cp i n � + 1 with 7 = (0,...., - 1 ) . The 
critical Reeb vector & of the cone Cp points vertically upward in z^ direction. 
So the statement can be rephrased as the growth of lattice points in < k} 
has a control. It will be natural to guess this statement actually hold for general 
good cone with such a 7 and relate to the transversal Chern numbers inequality. 
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